In this paper,an ew semantics for exception handling in algebraic specifications is provided. Our formalism allows all forms of exception and error handling (several error messages, implicit error propagation rule, exception recovery policy), while preserving the existence of initial models.Ithandles complexexamples where various exceptional cases (leading to different processings) can be specified. The main concept of our approach is the distinction between exception and error. This formalism allows use of congruences in a similar manner as in the classical abstract data type theory.M oreover, we showhow a functorial semantics of enrichment can be carried overtoour framework, and we showhow hierarchical consistency and sufficient completeness can be redefined. These results provide a firm basis for writing modular,s tructured specifications with exception handling features.
INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneer work of [ADJ 76 ], specifying abstract data types with exception handling has turned out to be an especially difficult problem. Va [Bid 84] shows that none of these approaches is completely satisfactory,a nd presents a newa pproach allowing all forms of error handling (error declaration, error propagation and error reco very). Unfortunately,e venifthe approach described in [Bid 84] seems to be promising, it does not solvethe whole problem, since the existence of initial models is not guaranteed. Although recent developments in algebraic specification languages [Wir 82, SW 83, Wir83] propose an elegant algebraic semantics without requiring the existence of initials models, our claim is that initiality is a major tool to express the semantics of most specification-building primitives, at least if one wants to state the results in a categorical framework. Such an approach has been used in [ An interesting formalism is described in [GDLE 84 ] that always provides initial objects :the signature of a specification is divided into safe operations that cannot add erroneous values (such as succ or + in natural numbers) and unsafe operations (such as pred or −). Unfortunately,a ll operations are unsafe in most cases (e.g. succ for bounded natural numbers) and therefore the ok-part of the initial algebra is reduced to safe constants (e.g. 0).
In this paper,w ep ropose a news emantics for exception handling in algebraic specifications. Our formalism allows all forms of exception handling, including specification of several error messages, implicit error propagation and error reco very,while preserving the existence of initial objects at the semantical level. Moreover, the concepts of enrichment, parameterization and abstract implementation can easily be extended to our exception handling framework, as our semantics is entirely functorial. In the next section, we explain the key ideas of our approach. In sections 3 through 7, we describe our formalism. The existence of an initial object is provedi nS ection 8 ;a nd Section 9 defines enrichment with exception handling. We assume that the reader is familiar with elementary results of category theory and the standard (ADJ) approach to abstract data types.
THE KEY IDEAS OF OUR APPROACH
Several criteria are very useful in defining a true exception handling policy:
In order to avoid a large number of exception declarations, it is of first interest to have implicit exception and error propagation rules.W ewill showthat implicit exception propagation and implicit error propagation are semantically encoded in our exception-algebras.
In most realistic examples, it is necessary to be able to recover various exceptions. Thus, realistic exception handling formalisms must provide error recovery features. In our formalism, error recoveries are specified by means of generalized axioms.Inparticular,wecan specify non strict operations.
Moreover, weh av e the possibility to specify several error messages,b ym eans of exception labelling.F or instance, distinct error messages are associated with pred(0) and (xdiv 0); and there are different recoveries as well. This feature is not provided for in anyofthe previous works, but is essential for a realistic exception recovery policy.
In addition to these ideas, our formalism is based on twom ain concepts :t he okay standardf orms and the distinction between exceptional cases and erroneous values.T hese twoc oncepts can be handled due to the fact that for each exception-algebra, A, the semantics is handled using the free algebra overA: T Σ( A) .Inthe following subsections, we explain the reasons whyt hese twof eatures are needed in exception handling ;a nd we sketch out the reasons whyt he use of T Σ( A) is crucial for our purposes.
Exceptions and errors
As in most formalisms already put forward, we makeu se of Ok-axioms which describe the okay cases, and we also use another set of axioms for the erroneous and recovery cases. But recovery cases and okay axioms often lead to inconsistencies. For instance, let us specify the bounded natural numbers with the operations 0, succ and pred.L et Maxint be the upper bound. We hav e the Ok-equation : pred(succ(n)) = n .A ssume that we want to recovera ll values greater than Maxint with the recovery axiom : succ(Maxint) = Maxint .The term pred(succ(Maxint)) is then equal to Maxint,b ut it is also equal to pred(Maxint) ;which results to inconsistencies.
In fact, it is necessary to distinguish between the term succ(Maxint) that is exceptional (thus, Ok-equations should not be applied), and its class which is an okay value (Maxint). This problem may be solved in the ground term algebra (and in the finitely generated algebras) by using the Ok-axioms before the recovery axioms are applied (as succ(Maxint) has not been recovered, it is not yet okay). But finitely generated algebras are not powerful enough to cope with enrichment, parameterization or abstract implementation. In our approach, this difficulty is avoided as follows : for each exception-algebra,A ,w ew ork in the free algebra of Σ Σ -terms with variables in A,i nstead of working directly in A.W ed enote by T Σ( A) this Σ Σ -algebra. Constructions that can usually be done at the ground term levelc an also be done at the T Σ( A) level, since we can consider the elements of A as additional constants. Then the morphism eval (which evaluates the terms of T Σ( A) into A)carries the constructions made at the T Σ( A) leveloverto A.
The okay standard forms
Since Ok-axioms only concern okay terms, it is necessary to characterize these terms. But it is not possible to characterize all the okay terms (succ(0), 0+1, pred(succ(succ (0)) This construction can be done in the ground term algebra. Weg eneralize it for the non finitely generated algebras by working in the free algebra overA, T Σ( A) .
The following sections describe our formalism. An exception specification will be defined by :
where <S,Σ Σ ,L>isan exception signature, St-Frm is a standardform declaration, St-Exc is a standardexception declaration, Ok-Ax is a set of okay axioms, Lbl-Ax is a set of labelling axioms and Gen-Ax is a set of generalized axioms.A ll these parts are successively defined in sections 3 through 7. Such a syntax may seem complicated, but this complexity reflects the complexity of the various examples that we can modelize, and is not inherent to our formalism. For instance, if we are not interested with error messages (as in all formalisms already put forward), we specify L=∅ and Lbl-Ax=∅ ;i fw ea re not interested with "bounded" data structures (as in [GDLE 84]), we specify St-Exc=∅ ;and if we are not interested with recovery features (as in all the partial algebra approaches), we specify Gen-Ax=∅.T hen, we obtain a syntax which looks likeaclassical one (ADJ) together with standardf orms (St-Frm); howev er, all our properties remain true (existence of initial object and functorial aspect of our semantics). Thus, our approach generalizes all the above mentioned ones. In the same way,a ne xception specification where L, St-Frm, St-Exc, Ok-ax and Lbl-Ax are empty is equivalent to a classical (ADJ) specification, because the semantics of Gen-Ax is exactly the same as the usual semantics of classical (positive conditional) axioms. Each variable occurring in t must also occur in one (at least) of the t i .(n or m may be equal to 0).
CHARACTERIZATION OF OKAYSTANDARD FORMS

Example 2 :
Astandard form declaration over NAT can be specified by means of twoelementary declarations :
As outlined above,the semantics of St-Frm is provided in T Σ( A) ,inorder to cope with the non-finitely generated algebras. 
The second condition defines exactly the recursive characterization of the standard forms. The first condition means that, since okay standard forms are in particular standard forms, all Ok-values of A must be (constant) standard forms in T Σ( A) . Fori nstance, if A=N is the algebra of integers, the term succ(succ(succ(0))) is a standard form in T Σ Σ (N) ;b ut we would also likethe terms succ(2) or 3 to be standard forms :this is obtained from the first condition. Notice that the existence of St-Frm A is clear.
[*] for each j, v j and w j must belong to the same sort, of course.
Our next goal is to remove the exceptional standard forms (e.g. succ(Maxint)). Example 3 : In the bounded natural numbers, our standard exception declaration is reduced to one elementary declaration : succ Maxint+1 (0) ∈ St -Exc It is not necessary to declare exceptional forms greater than (Maxint+1).T hese exceptions are automatically handled by implicit exception propagation encoded in the semantics.
The semantics of standard exceptions is provided in T Σ( A) .The set of standard exceptions is defined via three main properties : the recursive characterization associated with St-Exc,the implicit exception propagation rule, and the stability under partial evaluations. We are then able to define the okay standard forms of T Σ( A) ,and the validation of St-Frm and St-Exc for A. 
OKAYAXIOMS
Our okay axioms are positive conditional axioms ;wedenote a finite set of okay axioms by Ok-Ax.The associated semantics is described by means of (classical) congruences.B ut since the distinction between exceptional cases and erroneous values cannot be made in A, we define the congruence associated to Ok-Ax in T Σ( A) ;and then, we define the validation of Ok-Ax via eval. there is an okay standard form
Proof :giv eninappendix.
The three premisses included in the IF statement are explained as follows : the first condition is the validation of the premisses of our okay axiom the second condition reflects an innermost evaluation :t oa pply the okay axiom, every subterm of σ (v)m ust already have anokay standard form, and the resulting term op(α 1 ,...,α m )m ust not be exceptional the third condition limits the effect of the okay axiom to the okay terms only.
Thus, ≡ ≡ Ok has twop urposes : it deduces the okay terms of T Σ( A) from the reference terms of Ok-Frm A ,a nd it creates the "okay equivalence class" corresponding to each okay standard form. Okay axioms only handle the normal cases of the data type.
Example 5 : Okay axioms of bounded natural numbers are specified as usual : (Maxint) .B ut our okay axioms cannot associate anyo kay standard form to succ(Maxint) (this term is exceptional). Thus, the first axiom cannot be applied, and the class of pred(succ(Maxint)) via ≡ ≡ Ok is reduced to {pred(succ(Maxint))}. Nevertheless, generalized axioms (Section 7) may handle the evaluation of such terms. Example 6 : Labelling axioms of bounded natural numbers can be specified as follows :
Equations in the premisses are useful ; for instance, giventhe operation _ <_ , the following labelling axiom is specified : n<m = True ==>( n−m) ∈ NEGATIVE instead of the twolast axioms.
Notice that evenif exceptions propagate, labels must not (implicitly) propagate. For instance, pred(0) is exceptional and NEGATIVE,thus the term succ(pred(0)) is also exceptional (implicit propagation of standard exceptions), but is not a NEGATIVE value.
The semantics of Lbl-Ax works directly on the values of A, in a straightforward manner. The intuitive meaning of this definition is the following : the first condition states that exception labels generate errors except if theya re recovered ; the second condition means that errors propagate except if theya re recovered. The second condition is called the implicit error propagation rule.
Notice that "err"isnot a label. It is not compatible with exception morphisms (µ(A err )isnot always included in B err ). Example 7 : Terms such as (Maxint+3)−4 can be recovered into their final value ; and at the same time we can amalgamate all terms that contain a negative subterm overanadditional constant CRASH :
GENERALIZED AXIOMS
Each term that contains a negative value in its subterms is equal to CRASH.Every other term is amalgamated with its normal form (succ i (0)), (evenifthis form is not an okay one).
[*] The l i 's are not necessarily distinct.
The semantics of Gen-Ax works directly on the values of A, in a straightforward manner. 
Example 8 :
We hav e shown (Example 5) that the evaluation of the term pred(succ(Maxint)) fails via the okay axioms, this term is exceptional. Nevertheless, pred(succ(Maxint)) is recovered via our generalized axioms of Example 7, using the axiom : succ(n) ∈ TOO-LARGE ==>p red(succ(n)) = n . It suffices to showthat succ(Maxint) is labeled with TOO-LARGE ;which results from the first labelling axiom of Example 6. Thus, the term pred(succ(Maxint)) is recovered into the class of Maxint.
Definition 15 : Let SPEC=<Σ Σ -Exc,St-Frm,St-Exc,Ok-Ax,Lbl-Ax,Gen-Ax>b ea ne xception specification. A Σ Σ -Excalgebra, A, is a SPEC-algebra iffitv alidates all parts of SPEC.W edenote the full subcategory of Alg(Σ Σ -Exc)containing the SPEC-algebras by Alg(SPEC).
INITIALITY RESULTS
In this section, we showthat Alg(SPEC)has an initial object. Our main result is more general ;itextends the major technical result of the classical abstract data type theory [ADJ 76].
Theorem 1 : Let SPEC be an exception-specification over Σ Σ -Exc.Let A be a Σ Σ -Exc-algebra, and let R be a binary relation overAc ompatible with the sorts of Σ Σ -Exc.T here is a least congruence overA ,d enoted by ≡ ≡ SPEC,R ,a nd there are least subsets of (A/ ≡ ≡ SPEC,R ), denoted by {(A/ ≡ ≡ SPEC,R ) l i }, such that (A/ ≡ ≡ SPEC,R )isaSPEC-algebra and ≡ ≡ SPEC,R contains R.
Corollary 1 :
The category Alg(SPEC)has an initial object, denoted by T SPEC .
Proof :F rom the definition of exception morphisms, it is clear that the SPEC-algebra T SPEC ,o btained by Theorem 1 with A=T Σ Σ -Exc and R=∅,giv esthe answer (since T Σ Σ -Exc is already initial in Alg(Σ Σ -Exc)).
Example 9 :
With the specification SPEC of bounded natural numbers giveninsections 3 through 7, the initial algebra is defined as follows : T SPEC ={ CRASH}∪N,w ith operations 0 succ pred +a nd − as usual. Every negative value is amalgamated with CRASH,and every operation applied over CRASH gives CRASH.Moreover, N NEGATIVE is equal to {CRASH}, N TOO-LARGE is equal to ]Maxint,+∞[ and N Ok is equal to [0,Maxint].
STRUCTURED EXCEPTION SPECIFICATIONS
Forgetful functors Definition 16 :
Let for each Σ Σ -Exc 2 -algebra B=(B, {B l }),U(B) is the Σ Σ -Exc 1 -algebra A=( A, {A l })s uch that A (resp. A l for each l ∈L 1 ∪{Ok})isthe subset of B (resp. B l )corresponding to the sorts of S 1 (i.e. we remove the subsets associated with the sorts of S 2 − S 1 ). The Σ Σ 1 -operations work overAastheydooverB.
for each Σ Σ -Exc 2 -morphism µ:B→ B' , U(µ)i st he Σ Σ -Exc 1 -morphism µ,r estricted to U(B) and corestricted to U(B').
Unfortunately,g iv ent wo specifications SPEC 1 ⊂ SPEC 2 ,i fBi saSPEC 2 -algebra, then U(B) is a Σ Σ -Exc 1 -algebra but is not always a SPEC 1 -algebra. This is due to the following fact : if SPEC 2 adds some standard exceptions to the operations of SPEC 1 ,then it is possible that it removessome SPEC 1 okay standard forms. Thus, several occurrences of SPEC 1 -okay axioms are inhibited. There are then several SPEC 2 -algebras that do not validate Ok-Ax 1 .
Presentations
Definition 17 : A presentation overthe exception specification SPEC 1 is a tuple PRES =<S , Σ Σ , L , St-Frm , St-Exc , Ok-Ax , Lbl-Ax , Gen-Ax > such that SPEC 2 = SPEC 1 + PRES is an exception specification, <S 0 , Σ Σ 0 > ∩ <S,Σ Σ >i sempty,and for all SPEC 2 -algebras, A, the Σ Σ -Exc 1 -algebra U(A) is a SPEC 1 -algebra. The specification SPEC 1 is called the predefined specification.
This definition is not a very constructive one. Nevertheless, we shall give a sufficient condition under which PRES is apresentation. ==>t ∈ St -Exc , the leading operator symbol of t belongs to Σ Σ ,then PRES is a presentation over SPEC 1 . This means that the standard exceptions added by PRES are only preconditions on the newoperations. There must not be anynew standard exceptions with a predefined operation at the top. Proof :S tandard exceptions are closed under partial evaluations, but this evaluation only concerns strict subterms. The leading operator is neveravoided. Thus, each newstandard exception contains a newoperation at the top ;and the presentation cannot remove predefined standard forms. Consequently,i tc annot remove any occurrence of a predefined okay axiom.
Example 10 : We define the following presentation PRES over SPEC 1 = NAT + BOOL,i no rder to specify bounded arrays of natural numbers : Ok-Ax :
Gen-Ax : ∅ [... for simplicity,but we can specify recoveries, ad libidum] Proposition 2 ensures that PRES is a presentation over NAT and BOOL.Notice that this specification is an example where standard forms are not normal forms.
Synthesis functors
Definition 18 : The synthesis functor associated with the presentation PRES is the functor, F,f rom Alg(SPEC 1 )t o Alg(SPEC 2 ), defined by means of Theorem 1 as follows :
for each SPEC 1 -algebra, A, the morphism eval: T Σ Σ 1 ( A) →Ad efines a binary relation in T Σ Σ 2 ( A) by : xRy < ==>eval(x)=eval(y) for all x and y in T Σ Σ 1 ( A) [*] .
From Theorem 1, we knowt hat there is a least congruence over T Σ Σ 2 ( A) , ≡ ≡ SPEC 2 ,R ,g enerated by R,s uch that 
Example 11 : Let A ={ CRASH}∪N ∪ {True,False}b ea( NAT+BOOL)-algebra, as in Example 9. Let PRES be the presentation of bounded arrays from Example 10. The synthesized algebra F(A) associated with PRES is described as follows : Every array that contains only okay natural numbers in the range 0..Maxrange is an okay one. Every array that contains an operation using an indexi n{ CRASH}∪]Maxrange,+∞[i se rroneous (OUT-OF-RANGE). Every array that contains an erroneous natural number ( ∈ {CRASH}∪]Maxint,+∞[) is erroneous (by implicit error propagation rule). Moreover, the predefined sorts contain newerroneous values : those obtained by taking a value from outside of the range 0..Maxrange ;those obtained by taking a value from a non initialized index; and those obtained by taking a value from an erroneous array (implicit error propagation rule). These newv alues are not predefined ones, except if the generalized axioms of PRES amalgamates them with CRASH,orrecovers them. Notice that the labeled subset F(A) OUT -OF-RANGE contains both numbers and arrays. This is an example of an exceptionalgebra where a labeled subset intersects several sorts.
Theorem 2 :
The synthesis functor F is a left adjoint for the forgetful functor U.This means that for each SPEC 1 -algebra, A, and for each SPEC 2 -algebra, B, Hom 
Hierarchical consistency
In the classical abstract data type theory,hierarchical consistencymeans that PRES does not amalgamate predefined values. This means that the unit of adjunction is injective.W ith exception handling, we must also verify that PRES do not add predefined labels to some predefined values :
Definition 19 : Let I be the unit of adjunction I : T SPEC 1 → U(F(T SPEC 1 ) = U(T SPEC 2 ). The presentation PRES is hierarchically consistent iff I is injective and for all predefined labels l ∈ L 1 ,wehav e : I (T SPEC 1 ,l ) = U(T SPEC 2 ) l ∩I (T SPEC 1 ). In the categorical framework, this means that I is partially retractable [**].
Example 12 : The ARRAY presentation specified in Example 10 is hierarchically consistent. But if we add the axiom : 0 ∈ TOO-LARGE , PRES is not hierarchically consistent anymore, since the predefined value 0 becomes labeled with the predefined label TOO-LARGE.
Sufficient completeness
In the classical abstract data type theory,sufficient completeness means that PRES does not add newv alues to the predefined sorts. This means that the unit of adjunction is surjective.I ne xception handling, such a definition is too restrictive. Sufficient completeness should allowp resentations to add erroneous values into the predefined sorts. Fori nstance, each value of the form t[i],with i>Maxrange,isanew predefined value ; butthe presentation is sufficiently complete,
since t[i] is erroneous (labeled with OUT-OF-RANGE).
Definition 20 : The presentation PRES is sufficiently complete iffthe unit of adjunction I satisfies : U( T SPEC 2 − T SPEC 2 ,err ) ⊂ I ( T SPEC 1 ) This means that the presentation PRES must not add newnon erroneous values to the predefined sorts.
Example 13 : The ARRAY presentation specified in Example 10 is sufficiently complete. But if we remove the axiom : create[i] ∈ NOT-INITIALIZED ,t hen PRES is no longer sufficiently complete, since create [i] is not erroneous anym ore and is not amalgamated with a predefined value (create[i] is then incompletely specified).
[*] recall that T Σ Σ 1 ( A) ⊂ T Σ Σ 2 ( A) [**] In the classical abstract data type theory,i njective morphisms, monomorphisms and partially retractable morphisms are the same. In our exception handling formalism, monomorphisms are injective morphisms, but are not always partially retractable.
CONCLUSION
In this paper,wehav e shown howexception handling can be integrated into algebraic specifications without losing the use of congruences, the existence of least congruences and the existence of initial models. Wemust point out that to guarantee the existence of least congruences, we do not need to introduce anyr estriction on exception specifications. For instance, ev eni fi nm ost examples, axioms can be transformed into canonical term rewriting systems, this condition is never required. Wedonot introduce anyrestrictions on the class of models taken into account, i.e. we do not restrict ourselves to finitely generated algebras or to the ground term algebra. This allows our results to hold in a very general framework. It should be noted that the key idea is to distinguish exceptions and errors,and this is made possible by working at the level of T Σ( A) .Indeed the formalism described in this paper relies on this simple but powerful idea.
What is especially important is that once the initiality results are guaranteed for exception specifications, the classical specification-building primitivesare easily extended to our framework. Wehav e carefully detailed howenrichment carries overt oo ur exception specifications, and howh ierarchical consistencya nd sufficient completeness can be suitably redefined. In the same way,p arameterization may be extended to exception specifications, since it mainly relies on initiality, synthesis functors and pushouts (see [ADJ 80] 
